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Foreword

May I begin the author composed Foreword and manuscript
with such as Disclaimer. I write with thoughts and concepts of
a customer only, a “bug”. Albeit, a past career as an educator of
students with intellectual challenges involved myself in a crossover of clientele, systems programs, funding issues, and other
discipline professionals has allowed a unique place for insight
and perspective, however, my qualifications are that of an
educationalist, not health nor that of a health associated science. I
expect that I should also offer this point, as far as personal insight
is concerned, that a professional past, both in training and length
of career involve of use of various genres of The Arts in class
time, predominantly that of Drama. Additionally, my immediate
family has a history of involve in the carer fields, and yes, both
sciences and various disciplines as medical professionals. Both
carer and medical immediate family, predominantly at this point
of my life as that of my younger years, held or were involved in
significant leadership roles within their own spheres of involve,
My thoughts and presentation of any philosophies within
are not research based, except via development of earlier preexisting well-accepted internationally philosophies combined
with new technology usage, and also, that of a longer term
personal observation with growing outside Tertiary derived
knowledge in a cross-over customer industry assimilation and
philosophical application possibility mode. I expect that if
described at Tertiary or Professional levels, my creative works
over this period of closer to point of inclusion upon listings
within Mental Health of those “To be monitored”, or perhaps, “of
ix
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concern”, with all that more certainly in existence background
multi-disciplinary combined department paperworks targeting
myself upon this same said timeline period, with opportunities
upon the publication of my works for discussion within a wide
range of educational settings and levels, in research terms
possible these creative works could be included in that area of
study and investigation where researchers personally involve in
a setting such as a native village with the variation of these being
more that of an “Anecdotal Archaeological” nature?
This over years, well past initial inclusion as a customer,
inclusion initiated way back in an era where laws were different,
and intakes often viewed as “potentially temporary respite
device”, as my personal knowledge and professional experience
built predominantly with a series tertiary qualification
achievements, all running along a parallel of continuous
time period of the appearance and ongoing development of
communication technologies with all those infrastructure and
social alterations around us all, I believe myself evolved and
matured into something unique and that there remains much
worth in these creative works unseen by any thus far, inclusive
of myself as author.
Knowledge is a deceptively empowering thing. Self-attacks
of various natures at the point of later teenage years, so hurtful
in their nature, were reliant upon a naïve knowledge gap that
was so easily destructed with little collated knowledge of
statistically offered facts. At no point in these manuscripts do I
deny that I have suffered a Bipolar Effective breakdown, rather
I offer questions regarding present systems, along with updates
of pre-existent world recognised philosophies using this advent
of technological age that develops around us all. Philosophic
concept is a purer beast than that of pragmatism and function,
and not a completed offer of blueprint. If I offer anything within,
it is that perhaps, of possibilities of dealing with any antecedents
if seen, prior onset. However, associated in my mind is his point.
At this high level social change, a new right withdrawing entire
x
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sets of funding, along with a growing set of international conflict
issues impacting us all and increasing that knee-jerk emotional
social negate that fear historically tends to ultimately result.
Why are there not ten of my fellows offering renewed, or new,
concepts from ten or more alternate “left fields?”
I am therefore left held afore these systems, tapestry bazaar
set, misdirect spun, coined obsessive albeit held at point of cobra,
euphoric signed, non-cognate, tuneless of past association,
continence bartering repose overtones that my past of such
hung Persian Rugs were also invariable bagged and noted as
such upon delivery packaging as “glad”. Such be the rarer canes
received from those humoured by most, turban set, or nay, who
present as “Trekkie (De)Borg(ia)ed”, invariably Geffen-like
in mimic of intellect, and weekly purchasing cages of living
chickens of various breeds, sizes, and feather styles, with caring
under beak tickles and appearance of finding a bargain…down
at the bazaar? “NICE”!
If such as Ancient Historian “Plutarch” were recovered via
Quantum Science molecular transfer, with update of process mind
APP, at what point would he Pheonix-[ike re-evolve to become
such as that blueprint of mass-medias and recorded officialdoms,
Quantum Alchemist. Given such social/systemic progressions
and associated assimilations, how long would he repeat for our
general amuse perhaps, retelling of truths for sake of popular
consumption, and written portrait effect, longer scrolls wound
upon continuous byte, reliant upon relation any explanation of
experience or that sets of trivia individually know only to each
living individual? Would he then not truly become that “BIG
BROTHER” reflected from such Dorian hid pool?
Upon a day where the sun shone so clearly, the morning after
I have first sent the compositions that follow to a limited list
of colleagues of my past, some recreated as characters within
the text, some friends, and all selected for their life exposure
and individually differing positions upon those diagnosed with
bipolar, inclusive of intellectual, social, religious, philosophical,
xi
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scientific, professional, personal, and familial, I awoke to realize
that this volume will be a part of three, a trilogy.
I feel as if I should now begin this opening passage of volume
one with the word “Finally,” yet indeed, this is the opening
sequence of the second volume, with another volume of poetry
to follow. In fact, you are about to read the beginning, or part
one of an extension of the exercises described in the foreword
of volume one, Netted Rainbows (2008). I suppose a humorous
description of this second volume would be “Section Eight” in
military terms (at least colloquial American military terms and
derivative film medias thereof) there being eight “passages of
concern” to follow. Please enjoy these for the black humours
of life of a more intelligent and sensitive recipient of bipolar
diagnosis. I suspect others, like me, undergo them, too.
This morning’s awaking, yet another good day, has been
that of stepping back a little from that tree line, so to speak,
to view another day farther away to gain perspective of the
panorama held within. It is the realization that within all of these
supposed parodies of concern, inclusive of the foreword, are
as creatively written compositions as any other within. From a
set of connected extensions of philosophies, to giant rats and
alien bugs, or simply some Soviet-impinged education results
“frigging” with a past Olympics site preparation, all are set to
paper within the context of bipolar. Please be aware of such,
and enjoy the exercises presented before you. Most of all, enjoy
the ability to lose connections, to twist and reset such as a pair
of dropped figurines of bikini-suited females is set in a mixed,
twisted pair of forms, with glued body parts somewhat maligned,
or maliciously if one prefers to believe, and glued with proficient
dexterity, possibly hidden, to stand as well as they are as proper
figures. Suspend believe, nay, enjoy your mind under fire, for I
assure you that you are indeed, under assault of the poet of under
pun and Dantean humours!
If you remain uncertain as to what exactly I refer to as
an interestingly and creatively twisted mind, here is a fine
xii
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example within the context of this opening piece set to page.
Last evening, between e-mails and this very note set before your
eyes, the sound of a key hit that improved such as a MOOG
(sorry Mood Swingers – HIK?), I exited to my bedroom with
this twist of thought—I was concerned with the possibility of
reception of those fundamentalist, vacuum door-to-door sales
types who appear around communal/social “points of concern”
around any such individual as me. Mine seemed to have been
looping. Sharks doing circuits of a beach vicinity? You see, in a
future technology our television viewing screens may be set as a
hologram upon any glass sheet, in rooms where one may sit near
a clear outside viewing window or one of underwater coral reefs
and drink coffee with cake. My thoughts were of fundamentalists
met at front doors with those offers of magazines, etc. They
are strangely resistant of offers by me to return such favours
and the chance to gift my own upon their front step and their
own addresses. An invite within with windows set to a Dantean
inferno and a little sulphur being burned within that incense or
oil burner?
When there becomes a moment or more to recount, perhaps,
one may, with a clear mind, question exactly what is held
within this trilogy. I feel that I can only return with my own
form of reasoning such an interestingly troubled set of platterheld servitudes. I conceptually hold and dispose of this entire
set of conservative-based concepts based around belief systems
that are said to hold that any reasonable process requires a
backing of religious belief. Indeed, that set of belief systems
in themselves, seemingly numbered, finite, and chosen as to
whether each meets an acceptable mode that fits into the original
set of locally held social parameters. The claim that “religious
intelligence” is paramount to a desired social mechanism sadly
seems to limit those induced, or perhaps seduced, into such
conformist acceptance. Indeed, submission and limitation
of said parameters that I have just eluded to, leads one to an
inevitable conclusion that sets hard with this concept that one
xiii
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then becomes limited and is only enabled to build upon an
adjacent, perhaps supportive shoulder, whereas, the quantum
leap may find one held within such conceptualization. Indeed,
losing a foothold below said shoulder of intellectual trust, one is
dropped away and misses the steps and the presentation of some
etheric-bound, intellectual space, quantum-puzzling unknown,
and even threatens that original group conformity within sheepled fenced intellectualities.
Held here in this demagogue of conformist intellectuality of
submissions are many glossed over and seriously threatening
pitfalls to real and actual intellectualities. A recent encounter in
our own federal government is with the election of a Muslim
whose religious belief system was not listed as acceptable upon
any previous Australian constitutional, “convention-driven,”
non-divulged listing of those religious belief systems appropriate
to involve in the running of our democracy and legal systems.
By and large, entry to such appropriate listing is protected by
a conservative Protestantism stoic non-empathy process bias
towards a White Australia omit process, rather than admit, nor
even judgment process is firmly in place within all levels of
our leadership and legal systems and processes. You see, our
democratic convention process has no direct listing process for
such the official identification of what is held as appropriate,
nor ultimately such acceptability has no application process,
nor is offered any forum for such as a judgment regarding such,
leaving only an omit process via a socio-communal maintenance
of status-quo process. In so many ways, a type of introspective
White Australia Policy unseen by those outside our democracy;
a standing conservatism self-proclamation that promotes an
Australian cultural composition of the Federation period of the
late 1800’s to 1901 when our Constitution was designed, then
placed into being. A past of mono-culture maintained and so
easily guarded by those holding power simply because they need
not argue any listing, there or not, only difference and newness.
Thus, is created a highly protected sub-grouping of an Australian
xiv
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mono-culture of our past history within a convention based rather
than Bill of Rights based Constitution that automatically trends
towards a near socio-retro driven constituency of base make-up
populations and points of mainstream social desirability rather
than true diversity and empathetic acceptance of differences.
The result was in this particular elected representative’s
circumstances, that upon entry as one properly elected
representatives, where he had won a majority vote that other
same house representatives were then held to question if this
new Moorish descendent representative, an Australian Citizen
himself, could not be trusted to swear any oath without use
of a Christianity variant reference and without the use of a
Bible? This non-Bible use oath swearing process, was held
as particularly relevant (HIK), to that of any oath if national
allegiance, particularly upon such as entry to our highest houses
of national leadership? That this absurd ability to question core
loyalty, based solely upon his non-Christian based belief system,
remaining in today’s Australia, has become somewhat of a yoke
to the wider community’s social progress and growth, as his
belief systems are not uncommon, and in today’s Australia,
somewhat recurrent and wide spread, throughout all Australian
communities and the surrounding regions of this country. In fact,
this belief system is actually wider spread throughout the world
than our current medias seem to insinuate as these regularly
repeated Arab World issue play out, one after the other?
Such misinformation regarding a regional driven set of
recurrent wars seems a good illustration of the result of this
Constitutional maintained via process conservatism? That
politician, despite his overcoming upon entry to parliament,
these piously mainstream reactionary thinking “old and
worldly” petrified instillations, and these most likely the most
divisive of all socio-communal realities of this proud nation,
will most likely find himself asked again in other formats this
same issue? In a quagmire of absurdity, that question is not so
much any desire, ability, or backing via an elected body of his
xv
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inclusion, but his very eligibility? I recall thinking at the time
that the entire scenario appear nearer a Parliamentary humor
being “tried on”, and indeed, seemed akin to snickering tertiary
undergraduates questioning his appropriateness for inclusion
in their seemingly invaded by this Moor “Secret Santa” twenty
dollar limit Christmas present purchase system rather than
what it is, Australian systems in-built to level of Constitution
conservative communal absurdity?
The point is, if one had to design a set of systems to
comfortably house that Orwell described Big Brotherhood,
you would begin with a Constitution composed of convention
protocol. “God bless them all for we hath sinned: whenever they
wish?” Indeed?
Simply add to the mix that our AMA, the Australian Medical
Association, the medical professional workers guild, (Nay,
never union? You profane sirs and madams? Indeed?) is widely
recognized in this nation as the most conservative of all collegial
associations and fellowships.
I am prone to ponder this with self-assured concepts of those
Harry Potter stairwells, which are somewhat representative of a
bipolar context of an interesting thought process, and at times,
“confronting ability to create.” Wiccan-based seemingly, Mr.
Potter would be subjected to systemic targeting to omit life’s
success and be driven socially completely mad and publically
surrounded in organized churches groups unknowingly because
he would be educated to these societies of the socially helpful
and higher moralities as completely dangerous! “Look at that
wand he keeps!” Held in pictures thrown behind lecterns and
assessed as “a power icon” representative of invitation to
younger folk in a high-attraction type phallus form and he,
therefore, obviously beset with a mind condition befuddled with
an inappropriate sexual drive and aberrant non-care for that
which is held as socially acceptable and willing to display this
wand quite publically and with a wave that is quite obviously a
display of “that which there is nothing wrong with such”, or not?
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Perhaps we can find the origins of this stoically negative
response to the total creative worth of these series of wonderful
books that have fed into other media, and our collective cultures
in The Secret History of Lucifer by Lynn Picknett (2005) where
that author points to the astute of The Devil taking the form
of snake in the Garden of Eden, the symbolism surround the
snake, then and present day, with it’s wriggling movements and
physical appearance. Unlike the automatic social A listing as
lead character of Potter however, she points at negative social
reaction to over flamboyance and the tendency of such in the
real world being viewed socially as overly sexually aggressive.
Albeit, social reactions are noted as opposite from celluloid to
real world, there are very much overlaps in form and psychology
comparisons between either, or rather, both.
I, like most it would appear find the character of Harry
Potter, and series, totally entertaining, enthrallingly interesting,
boundary-extending creative, and quite appropriate in my
opinion. Amazing, is it not, that most of those leading such
stoically negative attacks upon such entertainments in whatever
genre, simply grew up in eras of black and white television, and
seemingly ask our society to remove all colour from anything that
they can affect? At this time, this entails a gang-like stand over,
or attempts thereof, of ether-held properties. No doubt given the
opportunity, we may be subjected to only greyscale availability
of house paint, with sepia being only offered to public houses,
churches, and of course, government buildings and complexes.
Conversely, my hope is that my “disabling poleaxes” of
absurdity and interesting twists upon those highly expected and
regular, condescending “bipolar sufferer” stories and hapless
conditions, have you falling from chairs with side pains and
with conjectures of my own condition to have even placed such
confrontations of safe pretexts upon a page anywhere within the
vastness of creation? This would be of concern to me if it was
not for the fact I actually believe with a wholeheartedness that
you all are quite mad! Sorry, call it stalking! Ha!
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In any case, keep in mind that even the philosophy held
within this foreword, albeit with some merit in varying and
usually limited, usages, is as much part of the bipolar identified
author’s context as any other part. From there, well, I offer this
connected thought regarding such. The secret to health and
society, the high-credibility status for any Australian, becomes
simply, any form of projection based or involved with sports.
Therefore, it is the Australian socially preferred outlet modal,
the holding of an in-date, ready-to-use passport, with immediate
access to around five thousand dollars, so as to holiday anywhere
overseas at any point in time and notably so at the end of any
competition season. As much a threat, and reset of inner, harddriven minds and souls, and of course, targeted against anything
denoted as devil by any with local respect enough to maintain
a requisite to conformity via recognition response! Such as to
induce continued maintenance of the ability to deny and simply
to “thumb a nose” and “runaway” if things get too hot, or so as to
display a financial ability to do so with regularity as a financial
attractant sets of display uses, if nothing. Ah? There be the real
beastie that one! Time to run this myself . . . to engage.
***
The Chronicles of a Stink Chicken was extensively written on
and around the point of my mother’s death. Indeed, the stories,
“A Muse upon Our Rail System” and “Stegosaurus” were
composed either side, within a few weeks, of the actual point
of her death. In these, and throughout the volume, readers may
be able to read into the text some of the despair, anger, and
helplessness that such a loss creates. However, by and large, the
composition of this work contributed significantly to my own
ability to be able to cope, via outlet of emotive wailing, during
this period. Indeed, for six months after, all I was capable of
doing was writing. Strangely also, my groin gave way to the
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point that I used my mother’s walking stick for three months,
and I still battle a constant chest bug from this point.
Grief, it would seem, manifests itself physically as well
as emotionally. Now, can we transmute that concept to the
emotionally disturbed? The bipolar-effective sufferer, for
instance? My only comment is the loss of balance, coordination,
and spatial awareness factors, for instance, one experiences
during these periods. A mind disturbed is a physical body also
under attack. Perhaps it is emotively similar in some aspects
as HIV, which may attack a body’s defense system. The
diagnostician’s “inside job.”
That I have written freely about, reference, or even insinuate
the presence of a range of substance abuses in this volume seems
inconsequential to me. Here, I will be quick to point out, if I may,
that not all the stories within reference these practices. It seems
to me, by relating something of what the general populace knows
of, say alcohol and other substance effects, perhaps then I may
be able to access with a more generalized clarity, an illustration
of the difficulty of processing and responding to information
and the wayward thought process apparent in a bipolar-effective
person’s consciousness. These “altered states of conscious” that
I have attempted to portray within my stories may perhaps be
illustrated to the reader also by using other access pathways
in order to achieve an explanation of these states of “altered
awareness,” which perhaps drive individuals toward a bipolareffective state and/or compound the nature of such a state. This
would include trauma, long-term frustration with non-progress,
or failure at central life-image focuses, or perhaps even, a
socially inappropriate osmosis-type effect of aggression-based
sports involvement into other elements of a person’s life. This
includes all pieces of the complicated puzzle of hurting lives,
if one is to present the dire complexity of the bipolar-effective
experience as an interwoven turmoil that ultimately hides the
truth of such from the sufferer, either him or herself.
xix
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Here is some background of my experience. As a young man,
around the time I left school, my life seemed to divide into a few
sections of friends and acquaintances. My mainstream sports
companions - football, tennis, and cricket - were extensively
engaged in university studies soon after our school years. My
surfing companions, although generally, probably the better and
more talented sportsmen, were wilder.
Our year was somewhat polarized in personality as I later
found in my teaching years. This is not to say that, as a whole,
this surfer group did not possess some members who were
academically talented. At least one of the members of this
group did achieve high academics, being awarded a PhD in his
chosen area of study. However, as I entered my tertiary studies
as a mature-age student at twenty-two years old, I lost contact
with this surfer group. Sadly, as I started university, members
of this group began to use heroin. I found this out some twenty
years later when I ran into one of the girlfriends, now wife, of
one of us. Sadly, of our loosely composed “surfer fellowship”
of about twenty members, only four or five of us are still alive
today. All of the rest are gone, including one of our high school’s
Higher Schools Certificate better resulted and achieved beyond
of school body’s involve, PhDs. Himself also a surfer, activist,
and otherwise decent human being! Those of us remaining, who
are alive and kicking, are simply those members of that surfer
group who did not use heroin. I ponder now upon the years
of madness, and well, where I have argued, and attempted the
creation of much humour relating to such, and measured many
things in my mind, with those whom no longer existed . . . this is
not a pro-substance abuse lifestyle piece!
I make no direct reference to regular substance abuse in my
own life; however, I can understand the inference for others reading
this book. The compiled short stories create a series of intermittent
windows at appropriate occasions of a “creatively presented” life.
They are not a life testimony or a eulogy encapsulating my life.
May I say, with humour, trepidation, and hope, “I ain’t dead yet.”
xx
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I make these points about the writing and construction of
the work. The stories are designed ultimately to display a world
half dealing with reality and half dealing with dreams. They take
on a surreal, even absurd, parody nature. The contents of the
stories are a basket weave of real and actual events, collections
of unusual events in my life often collected over several similartype occasions and written into one, and the behaviours that I
have witnessed personally and professionally in my former
teaching career of the substance-abuse afflicted! Albeit, to infer
that I have not had a share of wild times, as most people have, if
honest, is also untrue.
Indeed, humorous to me is that most singular events
expounded in the text, and I expect repeatedly “fobbed off”
by readers as substance imagination, or even bipolar euphoria,
actually did occur, but they were mostly not strung together in a
series as per stories. These occurred mostly, without any illicit
substance present, in others with only legalised alcohol present.
I hope that that point becomes confronting for some, also.
These, and more, have also given me insight concerning
persons who are addicted to substances when viewed as
symptomatic of ranges of bipolar sufferers, for one. However,
not all bipolar sufferers are substance-abuse affected. The
disorientation in parody of these stories, I maintain, remains a
good illustration of the absurdity of situation, and most likely,
the minds of most bipolar-effective experiencing individuals!
The world can “fizz” somewhat inextricably. All these
windows of insight, I maintain, make me a person in a unique
position to write about such circumstances. Even my special
education training and experiences from my former teaching
career in special needs education give me unique insight into
“challenged” persons, their support systems, the professional
people within, and parameters within similar or overlapping/
related, support systems. However, I maintain that it is still a
long bow to have me scar faced and awakening in gutters to
find a score or hit.
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Inherent also in the use of “Stink Chicken” as the title is the
commonly available street value of small amounts of substance
of various types, colours of plastic money notes presently in
use in Australia. The “nifty,” the “fifty,” the yellow-coloured
note of the Australian $50 bill, and in some circles commonly
named a “chicken.” This $50 value for a “score” is common
across available substances on the street because of its consumer
friendliness via an easily achievable, yet stone-accessing
quantity or monetary amount. This, of course, is an amount
subject to an inflationary effect, and even at this point, some
ten years on from the initial point of earlier drafts, there is an
obvious rephrasing of street languages to be inclusive of higher
prices involved. Seventy dollars can become a “surf and turf” in
that a chicken lives on land and a lobster in the sea. Red being
the colour of the Australian $20 note. At a point in time some
time later, I expect that this same “surf and turf,” if not presently,
will be altered to an amount of $150 as we return to the green
colour of the Australian $100 note and the yellow of the $50
note. Presently, that $100 is simply a Kermit, green salad, or
similar reference to this common colour.
It also seems that in countries with those coloured
denominations of notes, whether paper or plastic, that this
estimated by the author for use in this manuscript is obviously
subject to change factors such as supply availability, associated
risk factors of supply, inflation, right through the economic
theory and criminology identified spectrums of most types of
black marketeering, to that of simply being an outsider and
unknown to the supplier. At times, prices within these systems
simply have no logic at all for prices, or there is a barter factor
in operation at point of supply.. Another result of technology has
been the wider use of synonym, substitute words, gestures, and
signals to pass ranges of information at all levels associated with
illicit substance production and supply.
In most stories, indeed, there seems to be more than one
possible “area of concern” when seeking a primary causal factor
xxii
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for behaviours and/or mindset of the main or other characters
involved. This multiplicity of causal factors, I have observed in
myself, and others that I have encountered, as the usual scenario
in most persons recognised medically as bipolar! Hence, we have
lists of generalised “bipolar-effective characteristics” that may be
observed as behaviours in this range of mental health patients, and
inference is then drawn after extended observation and research,
as to these observed sets of characteristics antecedent potential.
Perhaps some forms of chanting, or religious fervour, could
be appropriately presented here, or elsewhere, as an addition
and common pathway to creating in story form another type
of “altered mind state.” Another book? Another day, perhaps?
These states that I have attempted to present in an entertaining
short story form I find are easiest to write about, and create
around, when they are euphoric in nature. However, in practise,
just as concerning are the destructive and debilitating issues to
self and others, in the depressive state, or other recognised stages
of bipolar! Some say that even hunger itself over an extended
period may present bipolar-type behaviours resultant from an
inability to think and process information, simply due to lack of
food. Emotional hunger? Ask the sociopath.
To fan this oncoming calliope even further, I pose this question
to readers. Is the character of our Stink Chicken in any episode
actually “bipolar effective” or for that matter, even worthy of the
tag bipolar? Does our Stink Chicken seem “with it” connected
to his world? Bipolar effective, as in all sanity issues, is simply
an inability to think coherently! Inappropriateness, dysfunction,
dis-connectivity, self-harm, and mania, are really just symptoms
of such! Is a belief of what is socially appropriate driving
judgement about our poor stink chicken’s mental state? Does
collective communal reaction to any individual, or their set of
behaviours, “drive” support systemically presented information
about such judgements or perhaps, ultimately the condition
itself? I say only that bipolar as a diagnosis is repeatedly found
in the socio-economically challenged.
xxiii
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Further, I suggest that an alternate to the stereotypical
imagery of the “candy” reference to illicit substances in episode
eight, or for that matter, the sexual innuendo, that is, “lick an
ice cream cone cavity lengthways” may indeed be read as, is
intended to be, a cryptic reference to “mental health” itself.
Why use this? The previously mentioned synonym to drugs
and sexuality is often part of bipolar diagnosis with view to the
lists of symptoms mentioned above. For that matter, the storm
in episode four, far from being part of a “knighthood” or Don
Quixote aggression-type assertion by the author, and included
for a similar set of reasoning as the symbolism mentioned here
in episode eight, is conversely a representation of the turmoil of
madness itself and the fight for life by the sufferer. The gnome
in episode six? Well, he is just a Cameron! A historical Scot clan
reference with humour only. That really would be graffiti on a
corporate scale, now wouldn’t it?
However, the real and actual story behind it all is not a Jekyll
and Hyde type novel, nor another One Flew over the Cuckoo’s
Nest nor indeed Don Quixote, it is I. Struggle within this text
with my use of abhorrent subjects if you may, yet behind such
is myself and my story of bipolar. Look upon the real and actual
“Chronicles,” if you may, within any of my author domain sites
by simply searching my name. There are humours of life within
all our lives and art is the natural enemy of the number associated
assessment! Satisfy yourself that this is not a pro-inappropriate
behaviour volume. Yet, is it my intention to entertain? Confront?
Confound? Concern? Horrify? Even delight the very darkness of
your electrically browned toast? Yet behind all, I assure you, is
myself looking back at yourself, thinking, “Poor bugger.”
In this society, to make reference to my own experiences as a
“sufferer” within the gregarious nature of communities of human
beings is almost publicly taboo. Legally, my opinion is spoken of
as “hard to prove,” yet use of these substance-abuse references
allows some freedom of reasonable composition when examining
some of the unusual acts of the conscious and/or mental process.
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That the use and abuse of non-prescribed chemical substances
of perception that alter natures, and/or, references to addictive
personality, inappropriate lifestyles, and decision making, etc.,
is well noted amid ranges of bipolar patients, yet is to myself,
only convenient for my purposes! Without such, the reader may
indeed believe that they are reading a storyboard for another
creative, formula-driven cartoonish animation of a social
introspection nature, with an inbuilt, moral, serial conformity
subplot? HUH? This is simply meant to confront absurdity and
humour-not be the Salvos Cookbook!
I do feel, however, that a seemingly absurd twist of accepted
systems, direction, and philosophies held within these texts may
yet prove of some worth. A present-day technology solution,
or better described as an added possibility to current practise
and treatment modes of those philosophies of the great Russian
anti-totalitarianism author of the first section of the twentieth
century, Anton Chekhov. He wrote repeatedly of the effects
that restrictive policies had on populations unable to relocate or
escape any local systems threatened by simply moving. In our
free-enterprise system, a similar health status upon a lowly socioeconomically identified population can easily be seen if one finds
the health concern figures of any government public housing
authority or welfare payment authority. If we then add the work
of US psych whistle blower, Dr Cynthea Cooper (2008), and her
compatriots, we arrive at descriptions of associated systems and
policy and practice that not only assist this system of population
devolve, but drive such. So often denied by these same sets of
professions involved in the treatment of what should probably
be better known as an “industrial disease” and certainly, socioindustrial disease may be a more appropriate notation thereof?
My real point here is that such an updated philosophy
assisted by publically available and accessed technologies and
infrastructures may assist many, at least as an add on, to present
accepted practice? You see, those in these most conservative
of systems may twist any “adapting” into a strengthening of
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systemic resistance, but what do we do with all those returning
from war campaign veterans? So many stung by war are involved.
Some are physically, while others return with an addiction, and
others are simply what those old WW II veterans called “shellshocked” or abused from the confrontation to their higher selves.
Perhaps simply being involved in this most nasty of the human
species’ regular, collectively run behaviours, the killing of one
another and the taking of another’s land and property and a list
contained hereafter?
My point, albeit that I use illicit substances within to illustrate
such, is that it seems that a similar practice of highly visible, via
public media displays of fine and high interest involvement, is
already underway? Trek our maimed and injured heroes to the
South Pole, trek also on the Burma Rails, etc.? All with highinterest visual footage and blogged prolifically!
I simply ask this, that we strut our abject love for these men
and women who volunteer to fight in deadly campaigns for all of
us. Then if so stung, we then offer them lifetimes of high level
salts intake and associated systems misery. Or do we AT LEAST
ATTEMPT, as an add on to POST CAMPAIGN TRAUMA
TREATMENT, offer advice for some period for them to relocate
regularly and be involved in ranges of high-interest activities
with visual footage displayed as regularly as possible and as
widely as able to all contacted, in person, or in any other mode?
An add on, not omission; however, I know which process I would
prefer! Leave nothing to doubt, this is the age of the multi-shot,
then delete, digital camera. My life during my higher physically
enabled years I view now as beset with the film prerequisite with
associate expense visually told mouth-to-mouth for most, now I
see all that I divulge as near “visual evidence challenged?” Thus,
one is prone to the humours of defending if your own recalls are
there or not. VISUAL, VISUAL, VISUAL WHERE POSSIBLE!
Thus and again, I must point out that a range of the events, or
elements of scenes and settings, etc., within these compositions
did occur.
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In some instances, these are collected from similar types of
events I have experienced, such as weddings, transposed into
the single event. In others, these lead to, even, set up the black
humour of the bipolar mind arranging its recovering capacities
and world. Taking control, or attempting to do so, rebuilding and
making order, so as to take upon the world again. The absurdity
around us in life is what creates the magic element for some
and is the horror factor for others, which unfortunately goes
unnoticed by most in our daily repeat mundane lives, yet spun
with a little onomatopoeic obsessive composition behaviour (hrrumph, hoof-cleansing on-course golf ball plunge cleaner?)
- develops into a black-humoured romp through a half real, halfimagined world. Bipolar.
When, in the hands of a systemically pole-axed word
process hound such as I, “that tale of concern” may perhaps
evolve somewhat into the “why spoil a tale with the truth” type
semantic mazourka, hopefully, with a little delightfully perverse
entreat for those of chronic empathetic incline, omnivorous
appetite, seeking a draught of perverse enquiry. Such may yet
be my preserved and jarred cankers for those of a co-dependent
entropic persuasion. You know! All those people who just cannot
get by without the numbers being “right.”
Yet, presentation of a philosophy, or position, is so very
often, not systems pragmatism. To stretch those who pertain of
possession of a “real mind”, this way, or that? Surely, this aims
at the highest of entertainments? I am also certain that present
claims present the ability to maintain care via socio-economic
promote of vicinity immobility? I suppose, my position is both?
I simply offer the empowerment of regular day trips, rather than
days of lounge sitting, and that stress laden job held away in
vicinity from a personal life. With respect, little more.....unless
those Kreln were more correct than we knew, and then we forgot
the original concept of investigation as we learned more how-todo stuff ourselves? Welcome to my Id monsters, I have designed
their “skins” to enter in a most “intriguing” set of pathways,
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or not? You see, at the beginning of all you read, I could find
no answer as to what would gain myself an actually sponsor to
buy fishing bait? Let alone a dingy....to tow behind the yacht? A
dreams?
Thus, I cadge of you that my tenor may not rennet your fine
morality to cheesy pleasantry. Rather, it ingratiates all towards
those muddied from the morass of life’s melee. I give you my
psychosocial script of viral intent. Malady enriched and as
common as wattle sinus in spring. Bon appétit!
FINALLY, a disclaimer by the author and all concerned
with the creation and production of this novel. The thoughts and
philosophies contained within concerning bipolar effective and/
or any other health condition are ONLY the thoughts of the author.
They are not supported by health systems, or professionals, or
any sporting organisation, or religious organisation, or any other
professional group. These philosophies contained within are
merely designed as a set of bipolar-effective thought illustrations
that “run off” the wildness of stories. Indeed, they mean to be as
wild in themselves as these stories! They are not intended to be
a submission for diagnostic use, nor treatment of any condition,
let alone bipolar effective. None has been tested in any scientific
process or observation process, and indeed, the author does
not intend that these philosophies be placed upon regimes for
such testing! Cuckoo’s nest? Wait until you have been along the
corridor of this stinking chicken’s pen! ALWAYS CONSULT A
QUALIFIED MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL!
Keep them smiling as one offers such as any spray…or, that
which be finely ground from higher places from betterment of
rarer salts so that task become that for sake of public display
of ancient socio-ceremonial present of worth alone and set
presumed.
“Would monsieur et madame wish a little voussoirs chicken
from the Bald Arch High Chicken himself with their meals, s’il
vous plaît?”
“Appétissant?”
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“Ou a fin ‘anecdote’ et commencer ‘des intermede de
l’imagination’?”
“Ah, garçon, bipolar . . . modele concentrer?”
“Oui, mon professor. Bien.”
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Episode One
First Principles of the Bald Arch Chicken

Cyber social roaming principle clearly states “Be thy Monrowitz,
Monrow, Monroe, Munro, or simply retain as descendant that card,
sleeved now century or more, shopped, pressed, whale emboss
ring held, rung long hid from such as Munster . . .QUANTUM
BE THY BALD STONE BRACE FOR IT’S ETHER CLOUD
BENINE ANON AND DREAD BE THINE AS TRILOGY”,
We, as clansman, are held within equality by the
accrued ranges of normality, numbers of which are held and
recorded as dread annotations of the Proletariats at large, thus creating
a numerical byte numbered similarly within cyber memory
space itself, and spread sheeted before the great statistician.
Those officially recognized as accruing two standard deviations
above the statistically recognised average ranges of bytederivative ownership shall be given a social status increment, and
with every extra standard deviation, an additional increment of
social status will be recognized within communities.
***
Somewhere also in southern Sydney . . . back then, in that last
decade, just prior to this era of the byte . . .
Daily routines of my life included the crossing at peak
hour, a six-lane highway. I was dressed in school uniform and
heavy laden with text-filled port flung one-armed over a shoulder
for carriage-held comfort, as speeding cars were dodged by
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breaks in traffic. Those dangled clatters of teenage dreams that
hung mercilessly upon hope, more so luck is now my view,
vulnerable as I always was in traffic, and simply, too often so
easily driven into nightmares that were more akin to offerings of
prizes found under screw lids of soft drink bottles upon opening.
It would not be the first time that upon my working days of past
years, and now, I have pondered, if in fact, my presumed life
is but an absurd imagination, and indeed, that I wander some
asylum? Is my presence in these surrounds and circumstances
a sadly trodden, mental-framed hulk drifting somewhere
within the ethers of insanity itself? A theatre of mind possessed
with madness and delusion; generally held as desired anon,
yet akin to powered sky rockets and loaded. All the potential
of powdered blast itself can light the skies above with flowers
of exploding rocket displays, and engage a world in protracted,
rock-tilted gazes held drop-jaw agog, and yet fall so splendidly
and be left spent, subdued, and delicate?
I recall growing up somewhere in southern Sydney, Australia
in my time held in attendance of pretext of an education entered
upon rolls at a southern Sydney high school between 1972
and 1977. We were said to be the outermost of the inner city
schools with all the limitations of grounds and design held by
confined perimeters. A strangulation of school ground expansion
possibilities really, and all that that means to access to playing
fields, new buildings, and grass itself.
As an integral cornerstone of our first viewings, we viewed
through the opening kaleidoscope held within adolescence the
ever diminishing palette of sand hills far across the bay into
which a once swash buckled silent version of Lawrence of
Arabia had disappeared. Transistor radios and a square battery
were snuck into class and bridged from bag to ear with single,
hard set earplugs which were replaced by black lit rooms with
headphones, highlight savvy rock art. Hourly AM stations played
popularities such as “I’m Not in Love” for weeks until thinking
became somewhat held within a single set of melodies until they
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moved slowly away, gradually replaced by another to be played
hourly for weeks, day and night.
Long straight hair, peroxided bleach-blonde, the popular
vogue, with cod-swiped sections of blue jeans carefully set as if
primed also. Men had walked on the moon in our earlier school
years, 2001: A Space Odyssey became unleashed upon us as we
waited mid-movie for that also. “Get Smart” and those pointedtoed shoes were left behind for flared jeans and body shirts with
wide lapels, and a prime minister taken by a shark; our pubescence
had become heralded so as to take those flowers of 1960s hippies
and shake bunches of them to see if they also rattled.
Then someone began the concept of hitting people with
them and the entire set of concepts seemed replaced, renewed,
to actually being fun again, rather than some stupid, beautiful
lolling somewhere uninteresting and old hat. Verily, there came
a song called “Evie,” and we all lost our wife of future promise
and dreamed love of our lives to be, before we’d even had a kiss.
Seemingly, life experience from here that was surely going to be
granted to one and all became placed within an imagined context
of undergoing that grotesque life event. Yet also strangely, after
the platitudes of song were completed at some roll or sway
of emotion point far beyond that three-minute expectation of
emotional fixation or reality expectation, a building evolved to
the realisation that we could gain all; fame, money, and success
as a result of tragedy portrayed with an art form. All this, as we
also learned to shake a pinball machine just short of tilt . . . art and
life, hey? How to shake them all without that tilt bar lighting up?
All held upon valves long prior any electronic version pinnies?
Five balls to play and number systems that went no higher than
one hundred thousand? The process of simplification and all
it uses as a teaching tool, hey? The five all struck an actual,
internal bell, corner shop pinball, which was to be blamed for
other miracles also, don’t now go and simply blame us!
***
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In the strobe flash of time that I have lived, I seem to have
witnessed a broadly varied range of popularized political
ideals, and belief structures, evolved about myself. Not just in
our community and media, but in my past work experiences,
government institutions, pop culture social concerns, and even in
my schooling! From the “oh, so trendy” socialist idealists of the
’60s and ’70s, to the fall of European Communism, to the rise of
the New Right and the popularisation of institutionalised witch
hunts in today’s media, which create social furore and pathways
to self-promotion. Then, sitting right in the middle of it all are
the religionists, selling you what? More politics? Plus, nonadmitted aggressive and invasive, highly organised interference
of any “targeted” individual’s life if you choose non-belief,
or perhaps even, total disinterest. Directed if necessary with a
highly organised, localised, obsessive, and collective opposition
if you have too much voice upon subjects they regard as “of
concern” in any given community. Politics?
The religious and their preferred organisation’s observant
political need is to somehow justify belief by being observed by
all, testifying, defending, and ultimately discrediting opposition
in the name of enlightenment and even conversion to a preferred
faith of one type or other. In reality, it is just a social politic, well
described, and practised, right back to the ancient Greeks, albeit
with other deities in mind.
On a more personal scale, I have grown weary of listening
to one side of local politics espousing that they have the answer
to our country’s political woes through some “new” economic
or social policy. Too often, only to be defeated vehemently
by their political opposites, then amazingly upon any change
of government, this very same policy dusted off, presented as
their own, strutted as original as and significantly better than the
former government’s obtrusive, invasive, unjustified, and totally
incorrect and inappropriate formerly presented alternative.
Albeit, all with different ethical, even moral, pathways, yet represented all the same, and supported by those whom originally
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opposed such, and just as intriguingly opposed just as vehemently
by those whom originally presented such.
These policies seemingly have been dusted off, stolen/
swapped/claimed as their own original policy, re-presented
with the vindication of elect, opposed just as vehemently by the
original presenters of such, media propagandised vigorously
and argued both for and against almost obsessively. These
oppositional similarities or amazing anomalies are missed by the
public, and usually by the media, it seems. Then to be repeatedly
passed in a pea-nine prance by our elected Parliament, albeit
quibbled with by our Senate, yet inevitably passed with some
“political party member’s” persuasion, with valiant commit, and
even cries of that poetic disparage of, “We’ll all be doomed” by
those eventually defeated in this merry dance.
This is followed by rounds of back patting, defending of
rights, and self-promoting media appearances by the victorious
combatants involved. Such is our two party system’s function it
would appear to this observer.
Yet those who have presented another “third” agenda are
marginalised, even hidden, or discredited. Claims of some
extreme dogma may also appear, and overall a flavour of
negativity and non-productivity, even stoically divisive selfpromoting agenda, are presented to both the public and the
parliament it would seem. These “alternate” individuals and
parties are also too often weak in “idealist base” or are singleissue based. Collectively, they are too often little more than
collections of Independents “needing mates” or disgruntled or
“ousted unofficially” members of the two main parties “needing
mates” or single-policy hamstrung trendiness, or simply their
presentation is more like a whimsy-sad political satire.
I have a little problem with “extreme” political dogma,
however! When your electronic systems store, computer filed,
health profile notes as fact: subject to “nervous breakdown”
notably “bipolar,” well, it seems that you are invariably subject
to “extermination” by either extremity of the political spectrum.
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If history teaches anything, I never feel that I can feel completely
seduced or comfortable with a range of Australia’s desire for
systemic and/or constitutional changes within and about our
system. Thus, to become a serious “activist” has become a little
self-destructive, and perhaps even slightly threatening.
It seems to me remarkable that my adolescent schoolroom,
schoolyard, playground games with sojourn behind the art block
(it was always the art block), ongoing further education, leftwing teacher union continual membership, ongoing for twentyfive years etc., would suggest my “comfort” with political idealist
extremities. Dogmatise him or bust him, it doesn’t matter in the
end. In the end it is the collective result that matters. Let me
explain my socialised base beginnings a little. Believe me, years
later, locked away via the thinnest of corridors in a second-story
teacher ablution cupboard and held to submit to that left-wing
unionist chant of all things socialist, and after being advised that
books such as those by Nietzsche should be listed and removed
from any availability or public knowledge thereof, well, delayed
via points of agenda were one thing, but where I grew up, we
had learned intrinsically to omit blinking at that flick at one’s
eyes as if it also had been listed upon the school’s programs and
statements of purpose.
In my youth, I was fortunate to live in an era of “free”
education in Australia. This was made even more poignant
during my tertiary-education years where I managed to sneak
in a master’s degree before the present policy of a more “user
pays” system was instigated. It seems we were promoted here
once as “The Smart Country” yet this policy of user pays has
been instigated now for some time and has passed through a
couple of changes of government. Neither side goes back to that
true “education of the masses.” This is especially true in tertiaryeducation spheres. What was that “swapping” of agendas that I
noted above? Hmmm . . .
Our high schools are generally smaller than those in say
the United States. Most enrol between five hundred to fifteen
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hundred students only. This has the effect of limiting student
alienation and loss of identity, but also means that resourcing is
sometimes more difficult in smaller schools, where there may be
more limited subject choice, also. The claim is that, in smaller
schools, pastoral care is produced by most students simply being
known to most staff members, especially those in need. Thus,
they have a more personalised base.
My two choices included a school, which was by and large
eastern European ethnic, and was reputedly the home base for a
large ethnic gang of that same eastern European ethnic origin. It
was quite obvious that for a blonde haired, blue-eyed lad, who
had his family and personal identity firmly fixed in the then
“traditional” Aussie mainstream image, that to attend this school
meant either joining a boxing stable at age twelve and rising to
golden-glove level within a month or two of first attendance, or
to simply start shopping for a skirt and handbag as any manhood
was assaulted inevitably into submission and subservience.
The fact was that our suburb of residence, some stations
down the line from that suburb where about half a dozen schools
existed, and the other I noted above, which was a station’s throw
in the other direction, was the great crossover point of cultures
of these two high schools, influential in their own spheres. The
difference could easily be placed upon any chalkboard as one
played rugby and the other league, but the subject was much
more complex. As I left my local school to transition to high
school, half our year parted in the other direction. As a much
loved rock journeyman, Doug Parkinson, recreated “Dear
Prudence” over our airwaves, we also prepared for the separate
journeys about to be with all prudence. As puberty dawned in
breaking voices, those great Mini Cooper S series were left to
the history of a mountain race, and Armstrong to a space race
and a moon. Revisited, that school yard’s student drinking
fountains and troughs had become set at knee level, and the wide
playing field once criss-crossed with so many game skills simply
appeared too small to be this place recalled? New interest came
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upon us in the form of AM radio hourly repeated pop record play
lists, that were being hung in our minds for months at a time
in relentless on-air cycles. The stasis of some popular songs on
playlists for months at times, watched with intrigue on weekly
issue Top 100 lists as if a personal comment upon your personal
tastes and social performances from the associated conversation
social discourses. Stylus-set, belt driven, twenty minute drifts
into waking dreams prior the unchallenged need to awake,
and turn, or reset a stylus, or for those lucky enough the drop
of an unrelated to first second from that disk spire stack. An
analogue world where the production of speaker boxes and their
internal speaker types, along with skateboard deck manufacture,
highly valued in the gaining of any real social prowess, if not a
necessity?
For my own experience, all of this was an overall interdepartmental, combined local utility, swamped set of local
vacation period additive availabilities, worked like clockwork. I
recall showering upon the afternoon our year ten was completed,
with those usual teenage concepts strut more fitting of a young
Spartan, so reliant upon success of the next sports involved, so
fragile for that lack of plunge to water bucket when so freshly
crafted post pit and bellows, as upon my pocket-sized, squaredbattery inset, pocket-sized with a wired, single ear inset for the
public swimming pool omission from obvious involvement of
those lesser that me, a transistor AM radio with the FM switch,
turned up with an ongoing, unanswered query regarding what
FM radio frequencies were actually used for, when “Schools
Out For Summer” came through my set. I had, through the
plastic screen to the side dial, allowed full volume, even if the
speaker rattled to non-musical quality. All remained in place,
then something of a year later, a slouch hatted guru of Australian
music and television, the great Molly himself, after all the years,
finally destructed even myself. Set in an unquestioning disgust
at all things disco, holding aloft my Neil Young, Zimmerman,
Zeppelin, and Status Quo, expectant of a Hush, or Ted Mulry,
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even such as an Olivia Newton, before my TV, I dropped to
my knees and prayed with tears of salvation in my eyes. It was
The Saints “Stranded,” and they also pertained to be “far from
home,” and all things had changed forevermore.
Street legend has it that as we left our teens, and the usual
locality teenage danger reputed gang, ours more centred
across the Cooks to the north, that had largely ranged within
the crossover band of districts that overlapped our two schools
designated drawing areas, and had reportedly gained age enough
to attract that ruthless eye of “underworld” protect of ground that
actions never reported occurred? I can advise this post a 20 year
teaching career, our Juvenile Conviction Laws and Court Results,
as advised upon one of those Police school visit days, mean that
once Courts entered at a Juvenile age, the repeated lower level
conviction results are generally, or repeatedly, viewed as largely
“not fitting higher range events”, more though, in that if pursue to
Courts and presented there, convicted, or nor, cannot be presented
other that part of a history again. Thus, often for those of repeat
interest, later teenage events with evidence enough to pursue to
Courts will be sat upon until an offender becomes legally an
adult. At which time near any event interviewed and charged,
when presented to that adult systems courtroom can be added a
“thought to have got away with it all and strutted such” a nonresulted history of criminality, complete with non-presented sets
of evidences, collectively set to promote the recording of higher
level courts result, and complete disappearance for some time
from such vicinity. So, apart from criminal resulted removal,
there is that paid work involve factor, and then there are those
“street versions”? In ours it was said that they were “dispersed”
in a biker attack at a local park with chains and sawed-off guns.
Strangely, this suburban park of Valhalla that has a name
that is a Christian historic God reference, that we had always
connected with the ability of the steep grassy hills of its’ own
history of being an old quarry, could submit to the knee entire
teams of arm-fixed, hill-sprinted footballs at any point of desire
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of coach, club, or disgruntled father of any within this fine glen.
More strangely, I note some recent Tertiary Post Grad study
overheard on one media outlet, or another, of the athlete having
body fuels, or longer term blood flows with resultant effect,
diverted from the brain to body part development? I remain
uncertain of where this overlaps with that of those who prefer,
rather hold high belief, in such as “street versions”, however,
this point will have no effect until a movie, or comic version of
this text is made upon any such alike noted here. Most likely?
That other choice in high school, the only choice I saw
possible, at point, was interesting, also. Missed by those at that
point, and near overridden as argument for the inappropriate
nature of this argument was that I played, and loved, rugby
league, the other was simply, a rugby school. Up at 6:00 a.m.,
brekkie, and then an uphill two kilometre walk across a busy,
six-lane highway with no convenient crossing point, and an “old
red rattler” to journey four train stations away, carrying those
single-arm duffle bags kids had then. So full of textbooks your
arms and shoulders ached, so you carried them slung over your
shoulders.
This school had been known as a first rate high school of
near selective high achievement in the 1950s and early 1960s,
producing a wealth of well-credentialed, even iconic sportsmen,
business people, professionals, and even politicians. As the years
evolved, it had also produced at least one of Australia’s most
notorious criminals! This criminality element included a doctor,
who years later and well after my high school experience, near
became an Australian prime minister.
The school’s repute I now see as a result of an old world
leaving that entire vicinity, noting that this continuous reset of
variant ethnic derived new population has not ceased to this
day. However, as we grew in Primary School group photos prior
involve in these larger high schools one can visually witness
that those initial waves of immigration was creating a new and
vibrant ethic or community mix. Issues surrounding Australia’s
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immigration post the 1950’s that are well noted these days
surrounded we derived from those ranges of that in process
of compromise vicinity status-quo, pre-existent Anglo-Celt
community populations selling and moving, new housing filling
vacant wastes, pizza outlets, dry pasta outside tins noting “with
cheese”, and community business signs not written in English,
or both, with English an obvious smaller written underling
additional inset only. Described in simplistic terms, these
immigrant populations preferred building surround communities
of a similar ethnicity for a life comfort of association of those with
similar circumstance. As the population mixes grew and spread,
at these points in a city suburban history, those compromised
mono-culturist older populations seemed to generally hold
and feed socially, those imagined spectres and ghouls of any
such school known to be overwhelmingly beset with “those
educationally concerning issues” of second language, mixed
cultural and non-Christian religionist empowerment possibilities
, and those legalities of non-allegiance to alcohol cultures, along
with associated sports involves with past club funding pathways,
non-contributing and compromised, and socially sinister. There
was real reason at times regarding communal structural setup,
yet these arguments have been fairly clearly illustrated as a
community undergoing extreme change, yet painful, or not, the
reality was that some imagined old world, ever there once, or
not, had changed, and would continue to change, and this was
reality, not the former.
In any case, these cultural collisions, I have personally
witnessed as being simply economic. Caused repeatedly, as
these pre-existing, repeatedly lower achievers, and financially
pole-axed with an inability to either compete, or themselves
relocate. They deal with these group invasions via a creation
of pre-existing local gossip and omit clique, which is identical
to any of these good old Aussies relocating, as persons of a
similar culture, to one of those great Aussie small towns with
this reputation of “the clique.” A difference in language becomes
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an excuse only as cities are actually filled by longer series of
overlapping, social connector groups, very similar to a weave
of small places population, who also, albeit with the same
language, do not know one another, pass one another regularly,
and have no intention of knowing one another, and so often jump
to suspicion if that hand is offered unexpectedly.
You see, in reality, so often that first generation immigrant,
who is repeatedly from an overseas professional family, or
simply the more successful, upwardly mobile variety of family,
and without so much as that old white Australian policy in
existence in today’s world have simply gotten through the
paperwork and systems protocol to get here! This district of
our school’s main drawing area has been a highly valued and
targeted on for immigration, right back to those 1950s, and the
changes can be seen in the alteration of financial comparatives
of populations from the early part of the twentieth century with
homes built of full brick, window-patterned glazes, front-toback mid-home corridors with verandas, called Federation-style
homes, to that of the present day, with its project home design of
chip boarded lining and single layered brick veneer outer walls.
Concurrent with these changes, was a resultant community less
empowered in the period soon after arrival, and as governments
will do when there is a weak lobby associated, there had been an
ongoing, yet largely ignored, fight for appropriate funding since
these immigration periods, well noted in Australian history, had
begun in the early 1950s.
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